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Table 2.1 Overview of Social Perspective Taking:
A Developmental Analysis

Developmental Levels
(Approximate Age of
Emergence in Reflective
Social Thought)

Levels of Social Perspective
Taking Used to Analyze the

Understanding of Interpersonal Issues

0: Preschool
(ages three to five)

To understand my own perspective (first-
person [egocentric] and physicalistic level)

1: Early elementary
(ages six to seven)

To understand your perspective, distinct
from mine (first-person and subjective level)

2: Upper elementary
(ages eight to eleven)

To understand your view of my (subjective)
perspective (second-person and reciprocal
level)

3: Middle school
(ages twelve to fourteen)

To understand her or his view of us (our
perspective) (third-person and mutual level)

4: High school
(ages fifteen to eighteen)

To understand my own perspective in the
context of multiple perspectives (third-per-
son and generalized other level)

Source: Author’s compilation.

valued. Framed this way, “keeping secrets” rests on a reflective, recip-
rocal norm that we would contend requires, theoretically speaking, a
second-person perspective capacity. Of course, our framework, we al-
ways kept in mind, was a lot cleaner and neater than the facts or data
it attempted to organize or explain.

Based on what we had learned by comparing the responses to our
social-moral dilemmas of kids identified as “troubled” with those of a
sample of matched kids from the public schools, we began to con-
struct a framework that depicted several stages or levels in children’s
social perspective taking. We grounded our description of these levels
in the data we had collected using in-depth interviews with children
about problems such as the one Holly faced and on the theoretical
principles generated by Piaget and by Kohlberg’s ongoing research.
The resultant chart—table 2.1—looks somewhat skeletal and simplis-
tic, but we labored long and hard to produce a scoring manual of
over three hundred pages that included specific examples of the re-
sponses that represented each of the levels of perspective-taking abil-
ity as they emerged from our analysis of the data on interpersonal
understanding. In the end, our framework had five levels, and it felt,
taxonomically speaking, very detailed to us at the time.16

Let’s go back to Holly’s dilemma to see how this framework works.
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Table 2.2 To Climb or Not to Climb:
An Organization of the Reasons for Holly’s Choice

(1) Holly should climb the tree
because:

(2) Holly should not climb the tree
because:

She is a good tree climber. She is not strong enough to reach
that high a branch.

She likes kittens. She does not like kittens that
much.

She does not want her friend to be
sad.

She does not want her father to be
angry with her.

She thinks her father will under-
stand that she took a small risk to
her own safety to help a friend
and his kitten, which is very im-
portant.

She knows her friend will under-
stand she cannot risk breaking a
promise she just made to her
father without asking him.

Source: Author’s compilation.

Table 2.2 reports eight responses that children between the ages of six
and twelve gave to the questions “What should Holly do and why?”
The four responders in the left column thought Holly should take the
risk to climb the tree and get the kitten down; the four on the right
thought she should stay on the ground. Each of the eight respondents
cited a primary reason for that choice—and it is those reasons that are
relevant to our research.

Since the reasons for the choice were the most important part of
our analysis, opposite choices could be considered to reflect the same
level of perspective coordination. In table 2.2, we have paired oppo-
site choices at the same level of social understanding, using the devel-
opmental framework described in table 2.1. For instance, basing the
choice solely on whether or not Holly is a good tree climber (row 1)
suggests a primarily egocentric level of social awareness, one that
connects the reasons for an individual’s social actions only to his or
her physical competence. In row 2, liking or not liking kittens as a
basis for Holly’s decision rests on a first-person or subjective perspec-
tive: it reflects only the child’s own likes or dislikes. Concern for a
friend’s sadness or a father’s anger, as in row 3, requires taking a
second-person or reciprocal perspective. Comparing responses across
these first three levels of social awareness (vertically) is as illuminat-
ing as are comparisons within rows (horizontally). Our “developmen-
tal approach” uses the levels briefly described in table 2.1 as a way to
interpret the differences in responses located in the various cells of
the grid in table 2.2. In other words, we do not see the levels as fixed
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Table 3.1 Developmental Levels of Interpersonal Action Based on Social
Perspective Coordination

Shared Experience:
Relatedness Aspect

Social Perspective
Coordination Levels

Interpersonal Negotia-
tion Strategies:

Autonomy Aspect

Unreflective imitation
or enmeshment; lack
of differentiation

Level 0: Undifferenti-
ated, egocentric

Physical force: impul-
sive fight or flight or
freeze

Unreflective sharing of
expressive enthusiasm

Level 1: Differentiated,
subjective

One-way, unilateral
power: orders or
obedience

Reflective sharing of
similar perceptions
and experiences

Level 2: Reciprocal,
self-reflective

Cooperative exchange
reciprocity: persua-
sion or deference

Empathic sharing of
beliefs and values

Level 3: Mutual, third-
person

Mutual compromise

Interdependent sharing
of vulnerabilities and
self-identities

Level 4: Intimate, in-
depth, societal

Collaborative integra-
tion of relationship
dynamics (commit-
ment)

Source: Author’s compilation.

might participate in at any time in our lives—as inevitably involving
a balance between two poles or aspects of social interaction: intimacy
and autonomy. During this next phase of our work, we labeled the
interactions we observed as “shared experiences” if their function
seemed to be to move toward intimacy—relatedness or closeness—
between and among the children involved; we labeled them “inter-
personal negotiations” if the child or children seemed to be moving
toward implementing what we called autonomy—independence or
self-assertion—within the dyad (the pair or the friendship) or the
group.5

In keeping with our developmental focus, we constructed methods
to code social interactions as either intimacy-oriented or autonomy-
oriented, and we set about organizing our understanding of these
interactions along the same lines we had followed in the first phase of
our research. Table 3.1 shows how we integrated these new data into
our framework. It describes the levels of interpersonal interaction that
we observed in six- to sixteen-year-old children in everyday interac-
tions or during the process of pair therapy, that we heard expressed
in their discussions of their real-life problems, or that we gleaned
from their reflections on the hypothetical dilemmas of protagonists
like Kathy in their relationships with friends like Becky.6
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Table 3.2 Orientation of Interpersonal Strategy at Each Level of Social
Perspective Coordination

Interpersonal Negotia-
tion Strategies in the
Other-Transforming
Orientation

Social Perspective
Coordination
Competence

Interpersonal Negotia-
tion Strategies in the

Self-Transforming
Orientation

Strategies that use un-
reflective, impulsive
force to get self’s goal
(“fight”)

Level 0: Undifferenti-
ated, egocentric

Strategies that use un-
reflective, impulsive
withdrawal or obe-
dience to protect self
(“fright”)

Strategies that use will-
ful one-way orders to
control other for self’s
way

Level 1: Differentiated,
subjective

Strategies that use
“will-less” submission
to comply to wishes
of other

Strategies that con-
sciously use psycho-
logical influence to
change other’s
perspectives

Level 2: Reciprocal,
self-reflective

Strategies that con-
sciously use psycho-
logical compliance to
accommodate self’s
wishes to other’s

Strategies that advocate
letting go of initial
goals in order to
achieve mutually
acceptable goals

Level 3: Mutual, third-
person

Strategies that agree to
let go of initial goals
in order to achieve
mutually acceptable
goals

Level 4: Intimate, in-
depth, societal

Strategies that use both self and shared reflection to collaboratively transform
(co-construct) both self’s and other’s goals in the creation of new projects
with interdependent goals

Source: Author’s compilation.

negotiation, we believe, comes a natural and inevitable movement to-
ward greater integration of self-transforming and other-transforming
orientations.

We realize that this analysis looks complicated, and it may feel
both abstract and somewhat academic, but in truth it is quite practical
and can be very useful when listening to what children say and ob-
serving what they do.

Interpersonal orientation offers a good way to integrate our devel-
opmental analysis of a child’s capacities for social awareness and rep-
ertoire of social skills (that is, his or her psychosocial competence)
with a consideration of another behavioral dimension often associ-
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Figure 4.1 The Pyramid of Prevention Service

Individual
tutoring and
mentoring

Pair counseling

Small group activities for 
school readiness and social skills

Whole-class activities
(for example, literacy and ethics curriculum)

Source: Conceptualized by Caroline Watts and Robert L. Selman.

prevention practitioner training. She chose a service delivery model
we called the Pyramid of Prevention Program.8 Figure 4.1 outlines our
approach to providing these services within that model.

Within this service and training practicum, Kesia spent a portion of
her practicum time working with children—ethnically diverse, many
from immigrant families, mostly urban, and mostly poor—in a public
elementary school in the West Roxbury section of Boston, about eight
miles from our campus. Her role was to counsel individual students
and to provide pair, small-group (secondary prevention), and whole-
class (primary prevention) psychosocial services for children across
grades one to five. Her “prevention clients,” with whom she worked
individually or in pairs or small groups, were children whom the
school staff, primarily the teachers, believed to be particularly at risk
for social difficulties and school failure. As with most schools in the
district, this urban elementary school of about six hundred students
had little in the way of other social or psychological support services.
A site coordinator facilitated Kesia’s referral assignments and ran
peer supervision meetings attended by Kesia and the three other in-
terns in the Pyramid practicum.9

In tandem with this practicum, which ran from early September to
late May, Kesia and the other Pyramid interns took a two-semester
seminar with me on social development—a research and theory class
in which we attempt to connect the Risk and Relationship Framework
(described later in the chapter) to their actual practice, focusing on the
promotion of children’s social competence. The interns entered exten-
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Figure 4.2 A Developmental View of Risk and Social Relationships:
An Analysis of Three Psychosocial Competencies

From:
Immaturity

(Egocentricity)

Developmental Levels of
Psychosocial Competence

To:
Maturity

(Capacity for Mutuality of
Social Perspective

Coordination)

Repertoire of Risk and
Relationship Strategies

Awareness
 of the Personal
Meaning of Risk 
and Relationship

Core Social Perspective
Coordination Levels

Risk and 
Relationship Theoretical

Understanding

With Time and
Experience

Source: Author’s configuration.

has a pro-fighting versus anti-fighting “attitude,” as depicted in our
picturing of the personal meaning component in table 4.1).

Figure 4.2 represents our attempt to fully depict an anatomy of
psychosocial development. Looking down (that is, topographically),
the top surface of the figure describes the connections between the
core developmental capacity to coordinate social perspectives as it
applies to the three psychosocial components of any given risk-rela-
tionship. From this bird’s-eye view, the reciprocal arrows across areas
highlight the relation of the three areas of psychosocial functioning to
each other. The arrows to and from the center emphasize the connec-
tion of each area of functioning to the core developmental capacity to
coordinate social perspectives.



Table 4.1 Awareness of the Personal Meaning of the Risk in Fighting Behavior: Developmental Levels of Interview
Responses, by Thematic Orientation

Orientation to Self (Autonomy) Orientation to Relationship (Relatedness)

Level (Pro) Positive (Anti) Negative (Pro) Positive (Anti) Negative

0: Dismissive It’s fun beating up on
people.

Fighting is stupid. Fighting is cool. Only jerks fight.

1: Rule-based:
impersonal

You have to fight to sur-
vive.

Fighting only gets you
suspended.

Everyone looks up to
those who can fight;
they’re tough.

Fighting makes you
unpopular.

2: Rule-based:
personal

I’m a good fighter. I promised myself never
to get into a fight.

Our family is good at
fighting; my cousin
taught me how.

My girlfriend won’t
have anything to do
with me if I get into
fights.

3: Need-based:
personal

I fight when I’m tense.
Anything will set me
off.

I don’t fight because I
wouldn’t respect
myself.

If anyone insults my
family, I’ll fight to
defend them.

I worry what others will
think of me if I fight.

4: Need-based:
integrated

Part of what allows me
to keep calm under
pressure is the aware-
ness that I will respond
if provoked, but some-
times I may have to
fight back or may even
just lose my temper.

Violence is not a part of
me, but I might use it
as a last resort, rather
than sitting on my hos-
tility and having it ex-
pressed elsewhere.

I live in a violent neigh-
borhood, and I have to
adapt whether I like it
or not, but I don’t be-
lieve in fighting to
solve problems, and it
goes against my nature.

I seem to need to keep
proving to people that
they can’t push me
around, but I wish
there were a better
way.

Insightful I used to tell myself that I needed to fight to survive in this neighborhood, but I took a real good look at my-
self and realized I needed to look cool to cover up.

Source: Author’s compilation.



Table 4.2 Developmental Levels in the Risk and Relationship Framework

Interpersonal Skills

Level

Core Levels of
Perspective

Coordination
Interpersonal

Understanding Personal Meaning

Interpersonal
Negotiation
Strategies Shared Experience

0 Egocentric Momentary
playmate

Dismissive Impulsive Enmeshed

1 One-way
assistance

One-way Impersonal, rule-based Unilateral Unreflective

2 Reciprocal Fair-weather
cooperation

Personal, rule-based Cooperative Reflective

3 Mutual Intimate and
mutual sharing

Need-based (personal) Compromising Empathic

4 Interdependent Autonomous
interdependence

Need-based
(integrated)

Collaborative Interdependent

Source: Author’s compilation.
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Table 8.1 Teacher Interview and Report Questions, by Issue and Time

Issue Primary Time Key Interview Questions

Motivation
(participation,
aims)

Beginning of
the program

Why do you participate in the inter-
vention program?

What expectations do you have to-
ward the program?

Why is that important to you?

Classroom
management
abilities

During the
program

Do you feel you are changing in the
ways you deal with interpersonal is-
sues in the classroom during the
school year?

What has changed?

How has it changed?

Why do you think it has changed?

Pedagogical
vision

At the end of
the program

Has your attitude toward this kind of
work changed during this school
year?

(If so) How has it changed?

Why has it changed?

Have you experienced any changes in
the students’ social interactions as a
function of their participation in the
program?

(If so) How? Why?

Source: Reprinted from Adalbjarnardottir and Selman (1997), with permission from
Elsevier Science.

enced their approach to teaching, their pedagogical vision, or their
own lives—and if so, how. Table 8.1 provides some examples of the
structure of some of the questions in this interview.

Teachers’ answers to the questions posed at the beginning of the
year—about why they had chosen to participate in the program and
what they expected to gain from it “going in”—were always telling,
and often prognostic. Here is a representative sample:

I’m here because the principal said everybody teaching in this grade
level in the school should participate.

I felt this program would be fun for me. I need a change in my teaching.

I hope to learn some new methods to improve the social behavior of the
boys in my class.



Table 9.1 An Analysis of Teachers’ Levels of Professional Awareness: Themes of “Social Education”

Thematic Issues

Motivation

Awareness Dimension
Reasons for
Participation Professional Aims

Classroom
Management Pedagogical Vision

Student outcome ori-
entation (externally
based reflection)

External, often with a
reference to author-
ity

Awareness of im-
provement in teach-
ing skills as noted by
others

Focuses on improving
students’ classroom
behavior, short-term
aims, unilateral strat-
egies

Pedagogical ideas,
aims, and practices
are not differentiated

Teacher outcome ori-
entation (internally
based reflection)

Internal, based on
wishes and needs of
self as teacher

Awareness of im-
proved skills noted
by self as teacher

Focuses on improving
classroom atmo-
sphere, short-term
aims, reciprocal
strategies

Pedagogical ideas,
aims and practices
are differentiated,
but not fully inte-
grated

Student-teacher rela-
tionship orientation
(need-based integra-
tive reflection)

Psychosocial, based
on needs of both
students and self as
teacher

Recognition of inter-
play between own
skills and students’
progress, and of own
strengths and weak-
nesses as teacher

Considers students’
perspectives, short-
and long-term goals;
strategies include
compromise

Pedagogical ideas and
practices are inte-
grated with aims

Orientation to ped-
agogical contextual-
ization (integrated
and context-based
reflection)

Pedagogical, with
broad perspective on
society and the edu-
cational system

Focus on own role as
teacher with em-
phasis on effective
and responsible
teaching in social
context

Values students’ per-
spectives and fo-
cuses on developing
their competence in
autonomous think-
ing and problem
solving; uses collab-
orative strategies

Pedagogical ideas,
aims, and practices
are both integrated
and seen in larger
context of society

Source: Reprinted from Adalbjarnardottir and Selman (1997), with permission from Elsevier Science.
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Figure 10.1 Teachers’ Professional Reflection: Levels of Awareness by
Professional Issues

Teaching Strategies: Instruction
and Classroom Management

Terms of Professional
Engagement

Pedagogical Vision
(Developmental

Indicators)

Educational Aims: 
       Social and Academic
                     Integration

External

Internal

Awareness
Dimension

Relational

Integrated and contextual

Source: Authors’ configuration.

way, a coordinating operation that crosses the three domains of teach-
ers’ professional awareness. Figure 10.1 portrays this revised theoreti-
cal framework in both developmental and issue-oriented terms. Its
resemblance to figure 4.2 is not accidental.

What does it mean to say that pedagogical vision is now the core
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Table 10.1 Teacher Interview Protocol

1. What made you decide to become a teacher? (E)

2. What keeps you teaching? What makes your job good? What makes it
hard? (E)

3. How do you define good teaching? What’s the most important part of
teaching to you? (A)

4. How would you define success for a student in your classroom? (A)

5. Describe the climate of your classroom. How do you think students and
teachers should interact? How are decisions made in your classroom? (S)

6. What do you do when conflict arises in the classroom? (S)

7. What do you think fosters:

a. Open classroom discussion of difficult issues?

b. Respect for others who hold different or opposing views?

c. Deep engagement and critical thinking? (S)

8. How was this project [the research] introduced to you? How do you feel
about that? (E)

9. What do you hope to get out of participating in this research project? (A)

10. What do you think will be:

a. Compelling aspects of VLF for your students?

b. Challenging aspects of VLF for your students? (PV)

11. Do you think the classroom is an appropriate place for kids to learn
about values? Are you comfortable in the role of teaching a curriculum
that explores personal and social values such as discrimination, social
conflict, and race? (A)

12. Do you feel that there are connections between children’s literacy
skills—or their ability to communicate through reading and writing—
and their interpersonal skills? Explain. (PV)

13. What do you do to improve your teaching? (S/A)

Source: Authors’ compilation (Group for the Study of Interpersonal Development).
Note: The professional issues tapped by each question are abbreviated as follows:

E � Engagement
A � Aims
S � Teaching strategies
PV � Pedagogical vision



Table 10.2 Teachers’ Terms of Engagement with Their Profession: A Joint Analysis by Awareness Levels and by
Recurrent Themes

Recurrent Themes Across Interviews with Elementary Grade Teachers, Grades Two to Five

Levels of Awareness (As
Interpreted Using Our
Developmental Indicators)

Good Fit
with My
Abilities

Convenient to
My Life

Circumstance

Vehicle Driven by
My Inner Desire to

Change Society

Default
Option Due

to My
Limited

Choice of
Profession

A Calling: I
Have Always

Wanted to
Teach

Low marks on the awareness
indicators (external outcome
only orientation)

F

Moderate marks on the
awareness indicators (inter-
nal process orientation)

A
B

E B

High marks on the awareness
indicators (relational-contex-
tual orientation)

E D C

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Notes: Our stress on the words “my” and “our” in the column heads is intended to make two points. “My” in the theme headings suggests that
the domain of personal meaning lies mostly with the narrator. The use of “our” and “as interpreted” under the head “Levels of Awareness”
acknowledges that the developmental indicators we use are constructions of the analyzers, as in “our theoretical framework.”

The letters within each cell refer to the “narratives of engagement” of each of the six teachers whose narratives we excerpt in chapter 10.
Awareness indicators: perspective on student-teacher relationships; view of children and their development; capacity to take a contextual view.
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Figure 12.1 The Conflict Escalator

READING 5, WORKSHEET 1

Story-Mapping Activity:
The Conflict Escalator: Going Up!

Name _________________________________________        Date ___________

Map the conflict between Felita and Gigi on the conflict escalator. On each 
step, mark what each character said or did to make the conflict worse (or
better). If you like, use dialogue from the book and note the page numbers. 
Below each step, note how each character might have been feeling. Feel free 
to add additional steps.

Juanita

Source: Author’s data set, adopted from “Literacy and Values,” Teacher’s Resource:
Felita. � 1999 Voices of Love and Freedom, Inc.

most of Ms. Burgos’s students are familiar with this teaching-learning
device, but she reviews the process again before passing out work-
sheets for them to take home and use to prepare for the next day’s
discussion. (For reviews of research and practice on cooperative
learning in the classroom, see Kohn 1992, 1998a; Kreidler 1994; Kreid-
ler and Educators for Social Responsibility 1991.)

The next morning’s session begins with partner sharing. “Take out
that sheet,” Ms. Burgos instructs her students, “and share with your
partner which step you would have changed—maybe with [what] the
character Felita, or Gigi, would have said—and then you’ll share with
the class. Okay?” Some of the pairs that have been working together



Figure 12.2 The Risk and Relationship Framework: A Model of the Relations Among Spheres of Influence
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Source: Author’s configuration.



Figure 12.3 The Risk and Relationship Social Interaction Model
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Source: Author’s configuration.
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Figure 13.1 The Classification of Methods That Students Suggest to Deal
with Intergroup Conflict: Combining Developmental and
Cultural Frameworks

The horizontal axis represents cultural variations in point of view
← - - - - - - - - - - →

“Forget About It” “Push Them Back”

Walk away to reflect on how to
take future action to prevent this
happening again

Tell them they have no right to
treat you this way and you will
deal with it later.

Luis: Put them out of your life and
your mind. Ignore them and get
on with your life.

Rosario: Tell them that you will
get them back, alone or with your
friends. Show them you are not
afraid.

Run away, or give in to them, and
maybe they will leave you alone.

Charge into them and attack, no
matter what the consequences.

The vertical axis represents developmental levels of conflict resolution
strategies: from “lower” at the bottom to “higher” at the top

Source: Author’s configuration.

But a developmental analysis is not just a function of age. For one
thing, words that might sound on the surface like the same position
or attitude may mean something different according to the child’s
level of psychosocial awareness at the moment. For example, “fight-
ing back” could mean impulsively charging into the offenders, both
fists flailing, or it could mean protesting by expressing the injustice
and unkindness to which one has been exposed. As mentioned ear-
lier, actions that appear opposite (fight and flight) may be based on
the same level of organization. If so, how do we make these differen-
tial assessments? This kind of developmental listening has important
implications for both effective pedagogy and the prevention of vio-
lence.

How, though, does all of this relate to the different approaches that
Ms. Burgos’s students have suggested for coping with the particularly
difficult social problem of being singled out as different and subjected
to hostility and discrimination? Figure 13.1 outlines the integration of
our developmental analysis of these strategies with what might be
either a cultural or biographical one. The horizontal axis represents
the two primary alternative approaches proposed during the class
discussion; the vertical axis puts students’ responses in a maturational
order based on our basic developmental framework (see table 4.2).
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Figure 14.1 Analysis of a Short-Answer Reading-Comprehension
Coding Rubric

Reading Selection

Somewhere near you lives a boy like Peter. Peter is in the fourth grade.
It takes him a long time to do his work at school, and often he needs
help with it. . . . But Peter always does his best. His family taught him
that.

Every afternoon when school is over, Peter runs to his house. . . .
Peter likes to run. He feels good when he runs, because his legs do
what he wants them to do. His arms and feet do too. The wind hits his
face and blows his hair. When he runs, Peter feels as if he is flying. . . .

One day, Peter’s big brother told Peter that he should try out for the
school track team. His brother said the team needed fast and steady
runners. . . . All that day, Peter thought about it. . . . The next day, Peter
ran over to the track field to try out for the team.

Some things are different for Peter. . . . Peter gets home from school
late now, but his family doesn’t mind. They’re proud of Peter, who may
be slow at doing some things, but is faster than the wind when he runs.

—Faster Than the Wind by Lois Grambling

Comprehension Questions
Peter’s family says that he is faster than the wind. What does that
mean?

How do you know that?

Responses as Coded by Stanford 9 Rubric, from
Low to High Levels
“It means that he runs fast because he runs everywhere and he runs
on the track team Peter likes to run. Because I read the story and
that’s what it says Peter runs fast also because he like to run and has
good practice at it.”

“Peter can run very fast. It is a comparison.”

“Faster than the wind means he runs very very fast. Because he runs
and so if he runs fast his parents use that expression to say he is a fast
runner.”

“That means in figurative language it means that he can run very fast.
I know that because it would be impossible for a human to run faster
than the wind.”

Source: Authors’ compilation based on Stanford Achievement Test, 9th ed., intermedi-
ate 2 scoring guide (Harcourt Brace 1996).
Note: Responses include our corrected spelling and are arranged from low levels at the
top to high levels at the bottom of the list.
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Table 14.1 How Angela Burgos’s Fifth-Grade Class Understands What Is
Similar and Different About Felita’s New Neighborhood

Profiles of Social
Understanding

Descriptions of
Neighborhood
Characteristics

Forms (or Levels) of
Social Experience

Concrete and particular:
Manuel, Eduardo,
Pedro

Physical descriptions:
Buildings, streets,
stores

Asocial and unreflective:
Does not consider
people’s intentions at
all.

Social and dichotomous:
Felipe, Flora, Antonio,
Juanita, Filomena

Social descriptions: Felita
has friends in the old
neighborhood, not
this one. Good people
versus bad people.
Friendly versus
dangerous.

One-way reflective:
Considers people, but
only sees them as
friends or not friends,
good or bad, friendly
or dangerous. Does
not describe more
complex qualities of
people.

Relational and societal:
Marisol, Evita,
Frederico, Rosario,
Luis

Active motivational
descriptions: They are
selfish; they make
Spanish people
miserable; there is no
respect for each other.

Empathic: Considers
human qualities,
social behaviors, and
attitudes (respect,
selfishness, racism)
needed in friendship.

Source: Authors’ compilation.

developing levels of social awareness can influence their comprehen-
sion of anything they read that involves values and relationships be-
tween people. (Felita, of course, was picked by VLF and Ms. Burgos
precisely because it focuses on these concerns, but they are also cen-
tral to the study of literature, history, philosophy—all of the subjects
we call the humanities—and to our understanding of everything
from a political speech to a newspaper article.)

For example, it is significant that Luis demonstrated that he com-
prehends that the attack on Felita is motivated by prejudice against
anyone Spanish. Unlike Alegria, Luis’s understanding of this inci-
dent—which is central to the difference between the two neighbor-
hoods—goes beyond a one-person perspective to include an aware-
ness of conflict between different groups in our society. Luis and
Marisol show that they are thinking on a broader, more societal level,
whereas Alegria is still thinking about the conflict in relation to Felita.

Second, this analysis is especially important because while many
fifth-grade students, especially those who are bilingual, may not be
sophisticated enough in their writing skills to use a word like “preju-
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Table 14.2 Social Perspective in Reading Comprehension: Analysis of
Levels of Interpretation in Angela Burgos’s Fifth-Grade Class
of (1) “It Was as If They Were Right” and (2) What “Running
Away” Means Personally to Felita

Profiles of Social
Perspectives: Who Is
Taken into Account

Degree of
Coordination of

Viewpoints
Theme Expressed and

Strategy Suggested

First person: Frederico
thinks Felita wants to
be friends with the
girls and have a won-
derful life.

Only sees Felita’s point
of view—she wanted
to be friends—and
what she can do to
achieve it.

Feels sad and power-
less and proclaims,
“I’m innocent.”

Second person uncoordi-
nated: Marisol and
Luis think Felita
thinks the girls want
to fight her but she
wants to avoid trou-
ble so she decides to
leave.

Takes the other girls’
view into considera-
tion but does not
coordinate it with Fe-
lita’s view; also de-
cides Felita acted just
to avoid trouble.

Believes that she can-
not change others’
point of view, so
choices are to fight
back to defend self or
to walk away to pro-
tect self.

Second person coordi-
nated: Felipe believes
Felita means the girls
think she is a coward.

Considers what Felita
thinks the other girls
think about her when
she walks away.

Believes that one’s own
actions will influence
how others will treat
you. Fights back or
walks away.

Third person coordinated:
Juanita thinks Felita
feels the girls think
they are justified
(right) in their dis-
crimination because
Felita just walks away
without protesting.

Takes the other girls’
view of themselves into
consideration, based
on the coordination of
their view with Fe-
lita’s view of them
and herself.

Fights, walks away, or
tries to talk, but trans-
forms opinions of an-
tagonists or
persecutors. Is con-
cerned for future im-
plications of actions.

Source: Authors’ compilation.

To fully address the question “What does Felita mean?” when she
talks to her grandmother about her reaction to being the target of
harassment and discrimination requires stepping into the shoes of
both Felita and her antagonists. It requires taking more than a first-
person perspective (Felita proclaims her innocence) or a second-per-
son perspective (Felita’s concern about how “they” see her action).
Only a third-person point of view can open the door to a fuller under-
standing of the conflict for Felita (and Ms. Burgos’s students), and
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